
For more than 85 years, MATHESON has provided gases, 
equipment, and services to end-users in a large number of 
industries, and is now supporting coffee bars, restaurants 
and even coffee trucks with beverage grade nitrogen and 
complete equipment solutions for Nitro Coffee.

Nitro coffee is ice-cold coffee on tap. It’s treated with 
nitrogen and/or carbon dioxide under high pressure, 
then chilled in a keg and served on draught with a foamy 
head - very similar to another product from a certain Irish 
brewery.  It’s rich and creamy and slightly effervescent 
because of all of the tiny bubbles.  It seems sweeter 
(almost chocolately) and less acidic than large-batch cold 
brewed coffee, but no sugar or creamer is added.

Nitrogen is largely insoluble in liquid, which is what 
contributes to the thick mouth feel. This effect is helped 
by a special piece of tap equipment that forces the coffee 
through tiny holes before it lands in the glass. That 
process causes the “rising” effect that is topped with the 
head. And it’s really only the bubbles on the sides of the 
glass that fall. Inside they are actually rising, as typically 
seen with a poured carbonated beverage.

Beverage Grade Gases
MATHESON manufactures and supplies beverage grade 
nitrogen and carbon dioxide in a full range of container 
types to ensure you will get exactly the purity and volumes 
you need.

Nitrogenation Systems
MATHESON has configured specialized systems that will 
deliver premium Nitro Coffee to your customers and 
help you increase your sales.  We will supply and install 
the entire system including all stainless steel containers, 
fittings, faucets, food grade fittings, tubing, etc.  We 
will even provide you with the recipe to make your Nitro 
Coffee a differentiator for your business.

Safety Equipment and Supplies
MATHESON offers an extensive line of safety equipment 
from world class manufacturers. Everything from basic 
personal protection equipment to the most advanced, 
programmable safety devices.

MATHESON Delivers
Gases and Systems for Nitrogenated (Nitro) Coffee
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MATHESON Delivers Quality

MATHESON also places the highest value on Quality. Our 
plants are certified to ISO 9001 standards, and we employ 
Lean Six Sigma (LSS) principles to measure and improve our 
quality results on a basis of continuous improvement.

MATHESON Delivers Sustainability

MATHESON is committed, at all levels, and in all locations, to 
principles of Sustainability and Corporate Responsibility. Our 
principles embrace Environmental Sensitivity, Community 
Support, and Financial Performance. Our aim is to ensure 
uninterrupted access to our products and services.

MATHESON Delivers Safety

MATHESON places the highest value on Safety – in our own 
facilities, and in yours. Every day.

•  We value our safety record, and we’ve received many 
industry awards for our safe operations.

•  We offer a full range of products for safe handling and 
storage of gas … as well as a complete line of safety 
equipment.

•  Invite us to perform a safety audit of your facility and/or 
conduct a safety presentation.

MATHESON Delivers Customer Service

Throughout our history of serving customers, MATHESON 
has always placed a premium value on the relationship we 
build and maintain with every one of our customers.  We 
have over 200 locations nationwide ready to serve you.

• Ask us about enhanced supply chain management.

• Ask us about on-line ordering and certificates of analysis.

•  Ask us how we can lower your cost of ownership and gas 
use.


